
4 BART stations  =  $7B  =  800 PRT stations
  

The $7000M (million) price tag of a BART tunnel under San Jose (BART Burrow) represents 
our major transit investment over the next decade. Transit users and tax payers deserve high 
value for their investment. Unfortunately, the BART Burrow costs so much that other transit 
options suffer. Worse, it won’t start running until global climate disruption overwhelms us.  

   

Instead, consider using another technology, Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) which includes personal 
cabs, elevated guideways, off-line stations, and computer control. Replacing the 4-station, 6-mile 
BART Burrow with PRT would only cost $180M and still move the expected 55,000 daily riders.

Even better, invest $7B in a 100-square-mile, 8  00-station   PRT     network   serving
people with quiet, non-stop 24/7 travel at 30+ mph between all system stations.

PRT offers conveniently-located stations 
with 24/7, non-stop service between them.
Unlike “big box” transit like BART, PRT 
cabs are waiting for you   90% of the time   - 
and available within 5 minutes the other 
10%. This service level is achieved with 
computer control combined with enough 
cabs and stations to satisfy demand. If 
congestion occurs, more infrastructure can
be easily added because 1) PRT hardware 
costs are relatively low, and 2) routing and
construction relatively easy.  
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Rapidly accelerating global climate disruption
requires major responses quickly. Reversing global
warming requires new thinking and bold action.
Silicon Valley can lead the effort to create transit that
works for our sprawling suburban cities, promotes
transportation equity, and reduces our high per-capita
carbon emissions. 

You can help! A dual-loop Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) project is proposed for the Metro 
Area of Milpitas serving the BART Transit Center and Great Mall. Using PRT technology to 
safely shuttle people over several biking and walking barriers will  provide us with the 
knowledge and confidence to apply the technology to different needs and places.

Learn more about the project at M  ilpitas  PRT  .com   
 

Contact: LoopWorks, 408-262-8975, info@MilpitasPRT.com
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